Hyperreality: Mathematics and the Inner Journey
To begin this short article I would like to offer an example from one of the GS Books to
highlight the importance of the Inner Journey in understanding any information presented to
us. If we take some information from the excellent book, Hyperreality this demonstrates this
point:
"The task for a human mind is to absorb objective mathematical information from the
environment, add it to internal, subjective mathematical information, and turn it into as
valuable an inner experience as possible, one that aids evolutionary success…"
“…There is a one-to-one, objective relationship between mathematical signal and inner
experience. Every time we encounter that particular signal, we will have the corresponding
inner experience… It is these inner experiences that drive evolution, and we can hypothesise
that the inner experience is playing a role in genetic mutation i.e. the inner experience is
seeking to become superior, better adapted, more useful…"
"..Mathematics must be experienced, must be meaningfully experienced. That means there
must be something that can create meaning. That thing is the ultimate mathematical unit of
existence, the ultimate mathematical subject – the Leibnizian monad. ”
Now how many people fully understand the above statements? This is a rhetorical question as
I understand the deeper meaning, but wonder how many other people actually do? Let us put
the same information into a different context like such, using ‘consciousness’ to explain the
same thing:
“Consciousness attracts like for like and as our Soul/Mind is consciousness then it is
important how PURE our Soul/Mind is with regard to the ‘type’ of external consciousness it
attracts to it!”
Now would this in its own way appear as confusing or misleading as the first mathematical
description above to some people? Most likely yes, it would.
Therefore, let us marry the two descriptions together using the following explanation and
understanding of what consciousness is:
“Consciousness is energy and information that has come together due to the properties of
Water whereby they can then both express their selves, leading to ‘life’ and ‘conscious
awareness’ as we understand it today. So ‘consciousness’ can be defined simply as
Mathematics in Action and Living (evolving) Mathematics – Mathematics Becoming.”
Now let us apply this knowledge and understanding to the two statements above and we end
up with the following:
‘The ‘condition’ of our Soul/Consciousness (inner mathematics) determines the ‘condition’
of the type of external consciousness (mathematical signal) we attract to us because there
exists an objective relationship between the two. Further, the mathematical signal (external
consciousness) will trigger the corresponding inner mathematical experience (inner

consciousness). So the two are intrinsically linked because consciousness (inner and outer
mathematics) attracts like for like; the Law of Attraction. Therefore it is vitally important that
we purify our Mind/Soul/Consciousness (inner mathematics) through the inner journey in
order to attract a purer external consciousness (purer mathematical signal) to us. This helps us
towards that goal of achieving gnosis, becoming God.”
In ancient times the Gnostics referred to this process as the Resurrection of the Soul!
So it is very important to understand that there is often more to the meaning of the
mathematics stated in the GS books than first appears when (or if) we are able to go beyond
the initial literal left-brain linear interpretation of what is being presented. This is why the
Inner Journey is so important, and constantly mentioned, because it helps to purify our inner
consciousness (inner mathematics) allowing us to attract a purer mathematical signal and
experience it - as described above. This becomes a natural and ongoing mathematically
evolving experience. Then we are able to attract a continuingly purer mathematical signal to
us under the Law of Attraction. This is how we learn and grow along the road to gnosis. The
beauty of the inner journey is that it also balances the left and right brain and allows our inner
mathematics (Mind/Soul/Consciousness) to make sense of the information we are
reading/watching on a deeper inner mathematical level, simply because we are able to
‘experience’ it and therefore ‘feel’ it from our innermost core.
Therefore if I repeat one of the explanations above and we ally this with our fresh
understanding of what ‘consciousness’ is, does this statement now represent a simpler but
equally profound explanation presented in just one sentence? Does it also offer a deeper
meaning and also possibly impart, and thus invoke, a greater understanding that could reach
many more people?
“Consciousness attracts like for like and as our Soul/Mind is consciousness then it is
important how PURE our Soul/Mind is with regard to the ‘type’ of external consciousness it
attracts to it!”
What we have to understand is that over the years due to ego and the desire for power and
control over others our ancestral law makers have created a diseased consciousness that is
affecting the whole of humanity. This is the Ego-Minds’ Ego-Consciousness and the world
would not be in the mess it currently is if this were not true. As ‘consciousness’ is
mathematics in action then it follows like night follows day that we have created a diseased
and corrupt form of Math that is the scourge of all humanity! How else would mythos people
be so entrenched in their beliefs if it were not for the corrupt mathematical signal their inner
mathematics had attracted? Now how many people will REACT to this statement that Math
can indeed be corrupt? A few I guarantee you and they will just be reacting in exactly the
same way as mythos people react when their ‘belief’ is being questioned. It is of paramount
importance that we understand and can therefore explain the difference between corrupt
math/information/energy and the best way to do this is by using ‘consciousness’ as the
foundation to do so.

Using ‘consciousness’ as a base line allows us to be far more expressive and descriptive with
the information we share and helps us to convey and then achieve a far greater understanding
within the people of the world.
Yes, everything is Math in a stripped down version of creation and existence, but using Math
and focussing just on Math – everything is Number, all is Math - cannot provide us with the
deeper understanding we need to recognise whether our internal mathematics is attracting the
correct balanced and uncorrupted external mathematical signal. In other words without the
knowledge and wisdom gained form the ‘inner journey’ how can we possibly know if we are
receiving a balanced external mathematical signal? We cannot, it is as simple as this.
The science of Biophysics demonstrated way back in the ‘70s and ‘80s that Incoherent Light
(corrupt Math/Energy/Information) was detrimental and harmful to the health and wellbeing
of the body:
“…All biochemical functions (processes) are activated and regulated by our body’s own
electromagnetic fields. [Our mind/soul/consciousness – mathematics in action: Ed] The fact
that magnetic fields enter our body’s own energy fields is well documented by biophysicists
and can easily be measured…(many) frequencies are man-made and therefore unnatural,
chaotic and disordered and biophysics has established that ‘Every kind of frequency
combination which is not in order produces disease.’ Disease occurs through a disturbance
of the electromagnetic field in the cells: they become disordered and incoherent…[internal
mathematics: Ed]”
“…Light or energy within the cells of living organisms regulates cell growth, ensures the
exchange of information mutually between the cells…disease occurs through a disturbance
of the electromagnetic field in the cell: it becomes disordered and incoherent. Every kind
of frequency combination, which is not in order, produces disease [corrupt
mathematics: Ed]. From the point of view of disease, the disturbance of biochemical
sequences in biological systems can be regarded as a disturbance to the order of
electromagnetic oscillations in the body [mathematics in action – consciousness: ED],
triggered by exogenous and endogenous influences [mathematical signal and internal
mathematics: Ed]. Many years of solid research have proven that this is so.” These research
results run ‘counter to the widespread belief that biochemical processes are causal.’ This is
not so…”
So yes, everything is about Math which is energy and information, which in turn is
‘consciousness’ mathematics in action! Yet, we have to fully understand that we have both
coherent math (pure consciousness) and varying degrees of incoherent math (impure
consciousness).
This is why we need to adopt ‘consciousness’ – mathematics in action - as the base line and
reference point when describing crucial and important issues. In a sense we need to reach that
ultimate mathematical unit of existence that lies deep within each and every one of us – the
pure Source Energy of the Leibnizian Monad, the Singularity. See Existence Part 3 for a
fuller explanation of this.

Then and only then do we possess a secure and balanced reference point from which to
‘experience’ all the external mathematical signals (external
consciousness/energy/information) and use this balanced reference point to determine what
‘feels’ right from the ‘information’ being ‘meaningfully’ mathematically experienced’. Then
we are able to ‘let go’ that which we recognise from within as an imbalance in consciousness
– any incoherent light, potentially corrupt and/or damaging external mathematical signals –
before it is retained by the mind/soul/consciousness of the body where it can cause damage to
our internal mathematical information.
I hope this short article helps people to appreciate that there is often a deeper meaning held
within the pages of these books we are enjoying so much, and people can now appreciate the
importance of the Inner Journey and the balancing of our right and left hemispheres in order
to be able to pick up on and recognise this deeper meaning? Please think about this
information and apply logic and reason to any replies. Those replies I will consider, reactionreplies based upon any form of ‘belief’ or programming I will not.
I appreciate any thoughts and feedback people may have to offer on this information as I’m
as keen as anybody in bringing more enlightening information to the people in a way that
helps more of humanity to comprehend the information, take it on board and share with
others around them.
Michael Faust – Pen Name of SJG

After reading the above information Garry Lock replied as follows and his comment
represents an excellent summary and addition to this short article:
“That article made complete sense to me. Everything is math. Math = information and energy
which = consciousness. At the beginning of the article, a song jumped into my mind. "Good
Vibrations" by the Beach Boys. Well, vibrations (frequencies) are math. If we have good
balanced vibrations we will attract good balanced vibrations. Surely anyone who doesn't
understand your article would understand that concept. In actuality you can feel good
vibrations, so if anyone doesn't quite get it yet, the gist of it is ... you can feel good math and
balance.” Thanks Garry for the feedback and input!

